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Bohr vs EPR

“If, without in any way disturbing a system, we can predict with certainty (i.e. with 
probability equal to unity) the value of a physical quantity, then there exist an element 
of physical reality corresponding to this physical quantity”  
                                                                     Einstien, Podolski and Rosen, 1935 

QM violates both local and real requirements (i.e. entanglement violate Locality). 

And QM already tested by Stern Gerlach Experiment.

As per EPR, the QM behavior could be explained by additional variables called 

Local Hidden variables (LHV). These would restore locality and causality to the 

theory (and they demonstrated it for the Stern Gerlach experimental observations).

“Niels Bohr: argued that reality or the state of a particle at the fundamental level was 
not only unknown but was unknowable until it was measured.”  



It seems difficult that time to experimentally discriminate QM and general hidden variable theories.

In 1964, John Bell, made a fundamental contribution, 

showing that no deterministic hidden variable theory can 

reproduce al the statistical predictions of quantum 

mechanics(1964) derived simple inequalities that can 

discriminate QM from any local-real hidden variable 

theories: Bell inequalities



CHSH inequality [Clauser, Horne, 
Shimony, Holt, 1969]



CHSH inequality in LHV theories



CHSH inequality in QM
▪ Lets consider an QM wavefunction of singlet state of two spin ½ particles



❖Direction of measurement is play important role.      



We already has been observed Bell inequality 
violation in low energy experiments

▪ Entangled photon pairs (from decays of Calcium atoms) 
      Crauser, Horne, Shimony, Holt (1969), Freedman and Clauser (1972), A. Aspect et. al.  
      (1981, 1982), Y. H. Shih, C. O. Alley (1988), L. K. Shalm et al. (2015) [5σ] 

▪ Entangled proton pairs (from decays of 2𝐻𝑒) 
       M. M. Lamehi-Rachti, W. Mitting (1972), H. Sakai (2006) 

▪  𝐾0 ഥ𝐾0, 𝐵0 ത𝐵0 flavour oscillation        
        CPLEAR (1999), Belle (2004, 2007) 



We are interested in Entanglement and 
Bell-type inequalities in 𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏− at 

the lepton colliders

❖ What quantum observables we want to study?
❖ What is spin correlation matrix for tau pair?
❖ We don’t measure spin polarization at high energy colliders, we observe 

angular distribution of decay products. How they are related?



We will discuss three different level of quantum corrections

❖Entanglement

If it is still Physics density 

matrix with Tr=1 and 

Positive definite

State is separableState is entangled



We will discuss three different level of quantum corrections

❖Entanglement

❖Steerability(first time introduce by the Schrodinger): Alice’s ability to affect Bob’s state through 

her choice of measurement basis

Send one part to Bob

After measurement, Commutating 

to Alice classically.
Preparing bipartite 

quantum state



We will discuss three different level of quantum corrections

❖Entanglement
❖Steerability
❖Bell- nonlocality

Prepare a shared bipartite state, other then this

any communication is forbidden

Charlie



To study these quantum correlation, first we have to compute spin correlation matrix



E > 1

E 3

E ≡ 𝒎𝒂𝒙𝒊 𝑻𝒓 𝑪 − 𝑪𝒊𝒊 − 𝑪𝒊𝒊

 



Spin ½ biparticle qubit system



𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏−



𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏−



𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏−



𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏−



𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏−



What we observe at colliders?



❖The conditional probability that the decay product, d, takes the direction u (at the rest frame 

of 𝜏−) , when the tau spin is polarised into s direction, is given by

P(u|s)=1 + 𝛼𝑓,𝑑  𝑢. 𝑠

❖Using, join probability P(s| ҧ𝑠) that 𝜏− and 𝜏+ are polarized into s and ҧ𝑠, we can write both 

tau spin correlation and pion momentum correlation as 

𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑐ℎ 𝑖𝑠 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚
1 𝑜𝑟 − 1  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜏± → 𝜗 𝜋± 

Spin correlation of 𝜏−𝜏+in term of angular correlation b/w 𝜏−𝜏+ decay product 



Spin-correlation matrix and CHSH in lepton collider

r ≡ (h − k cos θ)/ sin θ

𝑅𝐶𝐻𝑆𝐻  can be directly calculated, 

once  unit vectors ( ො𝑎, ො𝑎′, 𝑏, 𝑏′)are fixed.

❖ we define helicity basis at the Higgs rest frame.

❖ In tau rest frame, we measure direction of pions and 
compute 𝑅𝐶𝐻𝑆𝐻  directly with

( ො𝑎, ො𝑎′, 𝑏, 𝑏′) = (𝑘, Ƹ𝑟,
1

2
(𝑘 + Ƹ𝑟),

1

2
(𝑘 − Ƹ𝑟))

      And measure 𝐶𝑖𝑗



Simulation
❖ Main background

𝑒+𝑒− → 𝑍 𝜏+𝜏−

𝛾∗/𝑍∗

❖  Event selection

𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑖𝑙 − 𝑀𝐻 < 5 𝐺𝑒𝑉

❖ Generate the SM events (κ, δ) = (1,0) with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO. And use TauDecay Package for τ decays.

𝑒+𝑒− → 𝐻 𝑍, 𝑍 → 𝑓 ҧ𝑓(𝑓 ҧ𝑓 = 𝑞 ത𝑞, 𝑒+𝑒−, 𝜇+𝜇−),  𝜏± → 𝜗 𝜋± (𝐵𝑟 𝜏± → 𝜗 𝜋± = 0.109)

❖  Incorporate the detector effects by smearing energies of all visible final state particles with

                                                    𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 → 𝐸𝑜𝑏𝑠 = 1 + 𝜎𝐸 . 𝜔 . 𝐸𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒 
                                                                                                           random number from the normal distribution.
 Energy resolution 𝜎𝐸 = 0.03 for both ILC and FCC-ee. 

❖ 100 pseudo-experiments to estimate the statistical uncertainties. 









Results





CP measurement



CP measurement



Summary

Entanglement Steering Bell-nonlocality CP-phase  

ILC  ̴ 5σ  ̴ 4σ 7.9°

FCC-ee   ̴5σ  ̴ 5σ  ̴ 3σ 5.4°

➢ High energy tests of entanglement and Bell-nonlocality has recently attracted an attention.

➢ 𝜏+𝜏− pairs from 𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏− form the EPR state, which is maximally entangled.

➢ We investigated feasibility of quantum property tests @ ILC and FCC-ee.

➢ Quantum test requires to a precise reconstruction of the tau rest frames and impact parameter 

(IP) information is crucial to achieve this.

➢ Spin correlation is sensitive to CP-phase and we can measure the CP-phase as a byproduct of 

the quantum property measurement.



Thank you for the attention!



• Tau life time  cτ = 87.11 µm
• | ~b±| ∼ 100 µm for Eτ± ∼ mH/2, which is significantly 

larger than the experimental resolutions
• we take constant values σbT = 2 µm (transverse) and σbz = 5 

µm (longitudinal) for the impact parameter resolutions, 
although the actual resolutions are functions of the track 
momentum and the polar angle θ ∗ from the beam 
direction. The above modeling with the constant parameters 
gives a reasonable approximation for the track momentum 
∼ 100 GeV and θ ∗ & 20◦



𝐻 → 𝜏+𝜏− at lepton colliders















Entanglement





Vector boson pair

WW,ZZ,𝛾𝛾,WW*, 

ZZ*,…..

J.J,Barr, P. Caban, J. Rembielinski, J. A. Aguilar-Saavedra,, A, 

Bernal, J.A. Casas, J.M. moreno, M, Fabbrichesi, R. Floreanini , E. 

Gabrielli, R. Aoude, E. Madge, F. Maltoni, L. Mantani, F. Fabbri, J. 

Howarth, T. Maurin at. all

Correlation in fermion pair

Top pair, tau pair…….

Y. Afik, J. R. M de nova, M. Fabbrichesi, 
R. Floreanini, G. Panizzo, C. Severi, CD. 
E. Boschi, F. Malton, M Sioli, J. A. 
Aguilar-Saavedra, J. A. Casas,, R. Ashby-
Pickering, A. Gabrielli, C. Severi, E. 
Vryonidou, R. Aoude, E. Madge, F. 
Maltoni, L. Mantani at all

What about High energy colliders?
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